
eNews Special edition—Kellerberrin Men’s Shed Project 

      Thank you Kellerberrin Men’s Shed for allowing CMAWA to assist 

As mentioned in our last eNews bulletin, the Kellerberrin Men’s Shed secured a grant 
from Lotteries West to install a new kitchen in their facility. Most of the proceeds from 
this Grant included the provision of Building Works to this area, plumbing, electrical, 
appliances, tiling and painting so their funds for cabinetry remain restricted.  The 
CMAWA are very privileged to be able to support such Community based projects and 
appreciate the fantastic support from partners Proform, Lincoln Sentry and  Laminex 
who made all this possible. Not only did each provide materials and hardware, they 
were hands on involved in the installation.  Here’s a reminder of this fabulous support: 

Proform—Mark Andersen donated all EGGAR Tightform benchtops, was involved in 
both assembly and install and provided his truck for transport to Kellerberrin 

Lincoln Sentry—Andrew Loughton donated all hardware including BLUM hinges and 
FINISTA Soft closing drawers and came to Kellerberrin to help on the install day. Greg 
Schroeder, Account Manager attended the assembly day  

Laminex—provided board at hugely discounted rates. Rita Mittica and Jamie Clark 
attended the assembly day and donated some hand tools to the Men’s Shed. 

Last but certainly not least, we must acknowledge and thank the following key people: 

• Bruno Grenci of the Kellerberrin Hotel Motel who hosted the install team . Bruno 
is pictured below alongside Ugo from Delta Cabinets (Project Manager) 

• The Kellerberrin Men’s Shed for providing lunch for the team on install day and 
hosting them for dinner at the Kellerberrin Hotel Motel. 

• The CMAWA install team themselves for volunteering their time to ensure the 
project was a success. 

Above left: Bruno Grenci  Kellerberrin Hotel Motel receiving an appreciation certificate 
from Ugo De Laurentis, Delta Cabinets 

Above right: Ugo with Kellerberrin Men’s Shed Treasurer, Richard Marek receiving the 
donation of hand tools from Laminex  
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And after…... 

Ugo with Richard Marek, Treasurer of the Kellerberrin 

Community Men’s Shed at final hand over stage. 
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